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Knowledge, Attitude and Practice (KAP) Survey on Alcohol Abuse

Based on results of surveys conducted in Siem Reap and Sihanoukville by Kaliyan Mith and M’lop Tapang
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This KAP survey includes information gathered about alcohol abuse via interviews with two distinct target groups.

1. Community members who are not heavy drinkers themselves.
2. Community members identified as “frequent heavy drinkers”

Non Heavy Drinking Community Members Summary Results

- In the survey of 50 non-heavy drinking community members in Siem Reap 42% said that they were living with a family member they consider to be an alcoholic.
- 90% of non-heavy drinking community members interviewed cited “violence in the family” as the main problem associated with parental drinking.
- “Violence” was also identified as the principle problem alcohol abuse causes for the community as a whole (82%).
- By far the most common feeling reported by non-heavy drinking community members towards people that drink a lot was “anger” (40%)
- 46% of non-heavy drinking community members felt that “alcoholics are bad people and should not get help from NGOs or the government”.
- 96% of non-heavy drinking community members said that alcohol abuse is a problem in their community, and that having parents that drink a lot is “very bad for the children”.

Frequent Heavy Drinkers Summary Results

- 68% of frequent heavy drinkers spoken to said that they have health problems.
- 31% of frequent heavy drinkers cited “follow friends” as a reason that they drink a lot.
- 59% of frequent heavy drinkers spoken to expressed a desire to reduce or stop drinking.
- Asked what would help them to address their problem drinking 56% of frequent heavy drinkers said “personal commitment”.
- 78% of the frequent heavy drinkers agreed that it was “ok for men to get drunk sometimes”, whilst only 46% felt that is was “ok for women to get drunk sometimes”.
- 40% of frequent heavy drinkers felt that alcoholics were “bad people and should not get help from NGOs or the government”.
- 77% of frequent heavy drinkers said that they drink rice wine.
- 32% of frequent heavy drinkers said that their school aged children do not attend school.
- 66% of frequent heavy drinkers said that they did not personally know anyone that used to drink a lot but stopped, although just over half said that they themselves had stopped drinking for periods in the past – with 30% saying they had previously gone without alcohol for more than one year.
2. INTRODUCTION

Background

In 2012 Kaliyan Mith (Friends International’s Program in Siem Reap) began work in 3 communities identified as having high levels of need in terms of school drop-out, poverty and other vulnerabilities. In establishing outreach activities in these areas it was apparent to Kaliyan Mith staff that levels of alcohol abuse were very high in two of these communities (Mondul 3 and Chong K’neas) and that the prevalence of parental drinking contributed to the other problems seen in these areas.

In the individual case management and family and school reintegration work carried out by social workers at Kaliyan Mith and M’Lop Tapang it was also evident that efforts to return children and youth to their families, prevent them from working and reintegrate them to school were frequently unsuccessful in those cases where the parents were heavy drinkers, and social workers often felt at a loss as to what approach to take with heavy drinking and alcoholic beneficiaries.

A snap-shot review of children staying at Kaliyan Mith’s Transitional Home indicated that approximately 50% of the children staying in the Transitional Home were known to come from families characterized by heavy drinking, and several of these cases had been unsuccessfully reintegrated to their families by Kaliyan Mith on previous occasions.

During a field visit to 3PC partner NGO M’Lop Tapang, Kaliyan Mith staff were able to learn more about M’Lop Tapang’s Alcohol Support Group in Sihanoukville. Seeing the success of this project inspired Kaliyan Mith to make addressing alcohol issues a key component of their Community Case Management strategy for Mondul 3 and Chong K’neas in 2013.

Desk research indicated that no research had been done on alcohol abuse in vulnerable communities in Cambodia, so Kaliyan Mith and M’lop Tapang undertook this Alcohol Abuse KAP Survey in order to better understand the situation, help us in devising and implementing future work in this area and raise the profile of this major social issue.

Should you require further copies of this report, or wish to discuss any of the issues or ideas raised in the survey please contact james.farley@friends-international.org or sarin@mloptapang.org

Geographical areas

Many of the participants in this KAP survey were from the following communities:

Phnom Kiev (Blue Mountain) is up on a hill overlooking Sihanoukville and is the biggest slum in Kampong Som Province. There are around 1000+ families living there, and the majority of M’Lop Tapang’s beneficiaries are from this area. MT has been working in this community since 2003. There are many problems in this community including, domestic violence, drug abuse and gambling. The infrastructure is very poor, and most families live without access to clean water or toilets and this results in a lot of sickness. This community is expanding as the result of the immigration of families from other provinces to Sihanoukville.

Phum SamBram (Village 3S) is a fishing village and one of the poorest communities in Sihanoukville. There are around 300+ families living in Phum Sambram, which is located along the railway track. MT has been working here since 2004, as there are a lot of street working children from this area. One of the big problems for this community now is the threat of relocation, as the village occupies railway land which will be used very soon so the families will need to move away. The 300+ families living in this village are unclear about where they will be relocated to, whether they will be able to continue with their fishing and whether they will receive any compensation.

Phum SamBram (Villa)
M’Lop Tapang meet Alcohol Project Beneficiaries on the street
“Many families feel hopeless and desperate and turn to alcohol for comfort and to forget their problems. Khmer rice wine is cheap and readily available on every corner of Cambodia. M’Lop Tapang learnt that many cases of domestic violence occurred under the influence of alcohol, so we started a support program to educate users of the impacts on their families, relationships, economic status and health. As well as exploring the causes of their addictions our social workers partner with clients in finding solutions.

Over the last 2 years, over 60 families have improved their lifestyles due to this program. In 2012, social workers started to train the neighbors of our clients to reduce discrimination and teach communities how to be supportive to clients struggling with addictions. As well as working with the clients using alcohol, we also work closely with other family members who are impacted by their drinking, spouses, children and siblings as we have learnt they need a huge amount of support too.

Our program tries to help our clients to firstly identify that they do have an addiction, and that alcohol is impacting their life in many ways whether it be their health and safety, their relationships, their work or their economic situation. Our medical team also offer medical and nutritional support and health education to clients and their families.

Most clients feel isolated, judged and discriminated against as well as suffering from many emotional problems. Our staff work together to offer information, more healthy and positive alternatives to drinking and hope for a more productive and happy future.”

Maggie Eno, M’Lop Tapang

Mondul 3 This Large community of approx 800 families is located on Apsara Authority land in Siem Reap city. Kaliyan Mith have been conducting outreach here for several years – and have now begun a more intensive, Community Case Management strategy to working in this area. Mondul 3 has a significant number of drug users and sex workers. KM currently has 24 drug using beneficiaries aged under 24 living here. Migrating families from all over Cambodia live in Mondul 3, and there are a high number of youth and adults who leave here to go and work in Thailand. Transience of population is an issue. School drop out rate is also an issue and the nearest public school is 4km distant.

Chong K’neas - this area is actually made up of seven different fishing villages numbered 1-7, and is situated by the Tonle Sap lake 15km outside of Siem Reap. In total there are approx 700 families. The main village is Chong K’neas 1. This area has a high level of deprivation with alcohol abuse very common, high levels of school drop out, sanitation issues and disputes over illegal fishing. Many families in these communities are itinerant, moving to where the shore/best fishing is at different times of the year. This makes transporting children to and from school difficult. This area is currently seeing a major development of tourist infrastructure related to boat trips on the lake – and a subsequent increase in relocation of families and children begging.

**Participating NGOs**

Kaliyan Mith (which means “good friends” in Khmer) was established in 2005 as Friends International’s program in Siem Reap. KM provide a comprehensive range of services for vulnerable children, youth and their families. Project activities include: outreach services to children and youth living on the streets of Siem Reap, supporting youth detained in prison, providing temporary accommodation in the Transitional Home, providing a safe space for children and youth in the Drop In Centre, providing education and vocational training, and developing a community-wide child protection network through the ChildSafe initiative.

M’Lop Tapang (which means “protection/shelter” in Khmer) was established in Sihanoukville in 2003. MT have been active in supporting the street-living and street-working children of Sihanoukville and reach over 3000 beneficiaries annually through providing education, medical care, nutritious meals, a safe environment, protection from abuse, counselling, family reintegration, vocational training and access to recreational activities. In addition to these activities, MT run a city-wide child protection network through the ChildSafe initiative.
Objectives

The objectives of this KAP survey are:
- To assess current levels of knowledge, attitudes and practices of beneficiaries in targeted areas with regard to alcohol abuse
- To provide data for further programme development and expansion.
- To raise awareness about the often over-looked problem of alcohol abuse in vulnerable communities.

The findings from this KAP study will assist in the development and expansion of projects focused on alcohol abuse in Siem Reap and Sihanoukville. The research is also intended to inform relevant government agencies at national and sub-national levels, Friends International teams, 3PC partners, other NGOs, UNICEF and other donors and local partners for future child protection and family support programmes in Cambodia.

3. METHODOLOGY

A KAP survey is a representative study of a specific population to collect information on what is known, believed and done in relation to a particular topic. KAP surveys can identify knowledge gaps, cultural beliefs, or behavioural patterns and are instrumental in identifying needs, problems and barriers in programme delivery, as well as solutions for improving quality and accessibility of services.

This KAP survey includes information gathered about alcohol abuse via interviews with two distinct target groups.

1. Community members who are not heavy drinkers themselves.
2. Community members identified as “frequent heavy drinkers”

All of the interviews with non-heavy drinking community members were conducted in Siem Reap. A total of 50 non-heavy drinking community members were interviewed.

The interviews with community members identified as “frequent heavy drinkers” were conducted in Sihanoukville and Siem Reap. A total of 100 frequent heavy drinkers were interviewed for this survey.
It is not possible to identify “alcoholics”, but it is possible to obtain self-reports of the quantity and frequency of peoples drinking. All of the 100 respondents identified as frequent heavy drinkers in this survey met at least two of the following criteria:

i. Drink alcohol 4 or more times per week.
ii. Drink 10 or more drinks on a typical day when drinking
iii. Have 6 or more drinks daily or almost daily.

These identification criteria were adapted from The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) a screening questionnaire developed by the World Health Organization to assist in the brief assessment and identification of people with hazardous and harmful patterns of alcohol consumption (2).

4. COMMUNITY RESULTS

The following results were obtained from interviews with 50 non-frequent and non-heavy drinking residents of Mondul 3 - a community of over 800 families in Siem Reap. Respondents were aged between 20 and 79 and the interviews were conducted in December 2012. Mondul 3 is a large, mixed community - containing both vulnerable families (e.g. migrants, sex workers, etc) and less vulnerable families (e.g. own land, stable employment, etc).

Community Knowledge

Which behaviours make someone an "alcoholic"?

The loss of control over drinking is identified as the primary indicator of alcoholism - followed by violence.

Do you have family member(s) living with you that are alcoholic?

68% Male
32% Female

42% Yes
58% No
This survey of community members involved a random sample of 50 non-heavy drinking adults. 42% of those people reporting living with a family member they consider an alcoholic is a very high figure, which gives some indication of the prevalence of problem drinking in this community.

A related observation with regard to the prevalence of alcohol abuse is that identifying and interviewing 100 frequent heavy drinkers in the communities selected for this KAP presented no problem to the research teams. Indeed, in some communities it was easier to find heavy drinkers than it was to find moderate drinkers.

Why do men drink more than women?

In all parts of the world men are much more likely to be drinkers than women, and subsequently cause more alcohol-related problems than women. In South East Asia the percentage of drinkers amongst men is 22% and amongst women is 3% (3).

Whilst there are physical differences in the way that men and women process and experience the effects of alcohol, the reasons why men drink more than women remain unclear. A World Health Organization (WHO) study identified four cultural reasons for gender differences in drinking patterns.

- **Power** – being able to drink a lot is associated with masculinity in many parts of the world, and alcohol often becomes an excuse for violent and aggressive behavior which can be used to exert power over others.
- **Sex** – the WHO study found that both men and women associate alcohol with increased sexual prowess and pleasure. A widespread fear of women’s sexual liberation may contribute to restrictions on women’s drinking through various types of cultural and social control.
- **High Risk Behavior** – men are in general more likely to take risks than women, and in many cultures risk-taking is considered masculine.
- **Responsibility** – women are often considered to have most responsibility for care of children and the home and perhaps limit their alcohol consumption as a result.

What happens to the body if someone drinks a lot?

- Get sick: 48%
- Get weak: 38%
- Get thin: 34%
- Shake: 34%
- Liver problems: 32%

Is the alcoholic family member a man or a woman?

- Man: 24%
- Woman: 76%
Other answers included: excess acidity, bloating and stomach ache.

This finding is very striking - with 90% of respondents citing “violence in the family” as the main issue associated with parental drinking.

Considered alongside the high level of response for “house in poor condition” and “children drop school” these findings highlight alcohol's perceived impact on the child protection areas of physical abuse, neglect and school drop out.

A Child Rights Based Approach

Alcohol abuse and domestic violence does not occur in isolation. Children growing up in alcoholic households often experience physical and emotional abuse, neglect and witness violence between the adults that are supposed to provide them with security.

That situation is itself a violation of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child provides that the child, for the full and harmonious development of his or her personality, should grow up in a family environment, in an atmosphere of happiness, love and understanding.

The 193 countries that have ratified the convention have also agreed to “ensure the child such protection and care as is necessary for his or her well-being”, and will “take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect . . . maltreatment or exploitation.”
Note the very low score for “prayers and ceremonies”. Throughout this KAP survey religious approaches and the use of pagodas as a resource for addressing alcohol problems is very low.

**Community Attitude**

**Why do you think some people drink a lot?**

- For fun: 48%
- Family problems: 38%
- Unhappy: 26%
- Career and job-related: 22%
- Fellow friends: 20%
- No job: 16%
- Bored: 12%
- Don't know: 10%
- Money problems: 4%

The finding that most community members feel angry towards those with drink problems has implications for devising and implementing community-based work with alcoholics. As is the finding below, that almost half of community respondents feel that alcoholics are “bad people” and undeserving of help and support.

78% of respondents agreed that it was “ok for men to get drunk sometimes”, whilst only 50% felt it was “ok for women to get drunk sometimes”.

70% of respondents agreed that alcohol could give “power” and “strength”, and 80% of community members spoken to felt that drinking rice wine could cure some diseases.

58% of respondents disagreed with the statement “It is easy to stop drinking”, although 46% felt that alcoholics were “bad people and should not get help from NGOs or the government”.

96% of respondents agreed that having parents that get drunk a lot is “very bad for the children”, with 84% saying that people have physical fights with their family when they get drunk.

96% of the 50 community members spoken to in Siem Reap agreed that “alcohol abuse is a problem” in their community.

That women getting drunk is less socially acceptable than men getting drunk is not a surprising result, although it does have implications for devising and implementing interventions for women that wish to address their drinking.

Whilst the finding that 80% of community members believe that drinking rice wine can cure some diseases is interesting, it may not be of much significance in devising and implementing alcohol abuse interventions as none of the 100 frequent heavy drinkers interviewed said that they drank alcohol for its perceived health benefits.
Community Practice

What problems does alcohol cause for the whole community?

Once again, “violence” is identified as the No. 1 problem associated with alcohol abuse.

Alcohol and domestic violence

A study released in 2009 by the Cambodian Ministry of Women’s Affairs questioned 3,000 women and found that at least 40% of them had either experienced or knew someone who had experienced being punched, slapped or kicked by their spouse. Being tied up and beaten was familiar to about 20% of the women questioned, and 7% said they had been choked or burned, or knew of someone who had experienced such abuse. (4)

“Like anywhere in the world, domestic violence is a social issue and it is a combination of many factors. What makes it more serious [in Cambodia] is the level of impunity”
Mu Sochua - Minister for Women’s Affairs 1998 - 2004

To address domestic violence the government in 2005 passed the Law on Domestic Violence and Protection of Victims. Addressing domestic violence is also a key component of the Cambodian governments’ Community Safety Strategy.

Research demonstrates a correlation between alcohol and violence, and at the community level the equation is simple: more alcohol in society generates more violence in society. (3).

Whilst the precise reasons for this are not clear there are several theories. For example, that intoxication leads to reduced self-control. Experiments show that people under the influence of alcohol are more likely to resort to violence in situations marked by stress and frustration. Yet another reason may be that alcohol causes people to experience conflicts as more frustrating and provocative than is normally the case.
Do you know anyone that can help people stop drinking?

- Yes: 14%
- No: 86%

Of the small number of people that said that they knew people that could help with alcohol problems answers included - family members, neighbours and elders. No one mentioned pagodas, NGOs, hospital or traditional healers.

If someone drinks too much and makes problems in your village who should deal with it?

- Village Chief: 66%
- Police: 44%
- NGO: 12%
- Their family: 10%

The finding that the Village Chief is the first point of contact for problems in the community is interesting in terms of devising and implementing community-based alcohol abuse interventions that have community-wide support.

98% of respondents said that they would like Kaliyan Mith to do some work in their community to address alcohol abuse. Suggestions for helping families where alcohol is causing problems included:

- Provide advice: 78%
- Help them find a job: 6%
- Medicine: 4%
- Close the alcohol shop: 2%

5. FREQUENT/HEAVY DRINKER RESULTS

These results are based on 100 interviews with “frequent and heavy” alcohol drinkers. It is not possible to identify “alcoholics”, but it is possible to obtain self-reports of the quantity and frequency of peoples drinking. All of the 100 respondents identified as frequent heavy drinkers in this survey met at least two of the following criteria:

i. Drink alcohol 4 or more times per week.
ii. Drink 10 or more drinks on a typical day when drinking
iii. Have 6 or more drinks daily or almost daily.

50 frequent heavy drinkers were interviewed by the M’Lop Tapang team in Sihanoukville and 50 were interviewed in Siem Reap by Kaliyan Mith staff.

Respondents were aged between 22 and 66, and 81% of frequent heavy drinkers met and interviewed were men.

Srasor (Cambodian Rice Wine)
**Drinkers' knowledge results**

**What happens to the body when someone drinks too much?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get sick</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shake</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Weak</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver problems</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get thin</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other answers included: internal bleeding (bloody cough, bloody vomit, blood in urine), feeling exhausted, swellings, cancer, sore eyes, not hungry and cannot eat.

These findings indicate that most drinkers are already well aware of the negative health consequences of drinking a lot.

**Do you have health problems?**

- Yes: 32%
- No: 68%

The reported high incidence of health problems amongst drinkers has clear implications for the kinds of services a holistic alcohol project should include. Helping beneficiaries access health care is an important service provided by M'Lop Tapang in Sihanoukville.

What happens to the mind when someone drinks a lot?

- Confused: 60%
- Aggressive: 42%
- Happy/enjoy: 19%
- Go mad: 15%
- Depressed: 9%

Other answers included: relieves stress, talk too much, impolite, domestic violence, forget things, feel strange and cannot find your house.
Drinker's Attitude

What are the reasons that you drink alcohol?

Fun 32%
Follow friends 31%
Bored 25%
Family problems 24%
Unhappy 17%
No job 11%
Money problems 2%

Other answers included: habit, angry with my family, worried, domestic violence, have problem with partner.

That most people drink primarily to enjoy themselves and have fun seems self-evident and is confirmed in the interviews with drinkers.

The finding that 31% of heavy drinking respondents say they drink due to “following friends” is an interesting result which needs further research in order to try and understand the dynamics involved. What does “follow friends” mean in the alcoholic community in Cambodia? Not wishing to miss out on the fun? Lack of social alternatives outside of drinking? Passive peer pressure within communities with large numbers of heavy drinkers? An alcoholic sub-culture in which other drinkers actively discourage people from leaving the group and sabotage their attempts at saving money/going to work?

Understanding the social and cultural aspects of alcohol abuse in Cambodia will be crucial in devising and implementing effective interventions to help those that wish to reduce or stop drinking.

Note that lack of money is almost never mentioned as a contributing factor for heavy drinking throughout this survey. Lack of money is also almost never mentioned as a negative consequence of drinking. The implication is that both drinkers and community members do not associate alcohol abuse with financial problems.

Do you think it is easy to reduce drinking?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you think it is easy to stop drinking?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you want to continue drinking the same amount that you drink now?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that more than half of the heavy drinkers interviewed expressed a desire to reduce or stop drinking.

Would you like to stop drinking completely or drink less?

- Reduce: 76%
- Stop: 21%

So, out of 100 frequent heavy drinkers 46 people said they would like to reduce their drinking, and 13 said that they would like to stop completely.

Can a problem drinker simply cut down?

“It depends. If a person has been diagnosed as alcohol dependent, the answer is “no”. Alcohol dependent people who try to cut down on drinking rarely succeed. Completely stopping alcohol, that is abstaining, is usually the best course for recovery. People who are not alcohol dependent but who have experienced alcohol related problems might be able to limit the amount they drink. If they cannot stay within those limits, they need to stop drinking altogether” (5)

World Health Organization (2006)

What makes it difficult for you to drink less or stop drinking?

- Cannot stop/addicted: 21%
- Get sick if I stop: 19%
- Too many problems: 16%
- No job: 7%
- Don’t want to stop: 3%

The top two responses to this question are essentially the same - with drinkers reporting alcohol addiction/dependency as the main barrier to their reducing or stopping drinking.

This is a fascinating result with implications for devising and implementing culturally relevant interventions for problem drinkers. The perception amongst drinkers indicated here is that, essentially, the only thing that they feel can help them address their alcohol problem is their own personal commitment.

78% of heavy drinking respondents agreed that it was “ok for men to get drunk sometimes”, whilst only 46% felt it was “ok for women to get drunk sometimes”.

79% of respondents agreed that alcohol could give “power” and “strength”, and 60% of drinkers spoken to felt that drinking rice wine could cure some diseases.

40% felt that alcoholics were “bad people and should not get help from NGOs or the government”.

89% of respondents agreed that having parents that get drunk a lot is “very bad for the children”, with 74% saying that people have physical fights with their family when they get drunk.
Drinker's practice

Cambodian rice wine (Sra Sau) is cheap and available from many street stalls throughout Cambodia. There are three varieties of rice wine - Sra Sau, Sra Tram Placheur (rice wine with fruit in it) and Sra T’nam (rice wine with various animal and plant additives that is supposed to have medicinal benefits).

Rice Wine is about 30% proof alcohol (compared to 40% for whisky) and sells for around 3,000 Riel per litre (75 cents) or 200 riel per glass (5 cents). Rice wine is very cheap.

Are you married?
Married 75%
Widowed 11%
Single 9%
Divorced 5%

Does your partner work?
Yes 55%
No 43%
Sometimes 3%

So, out of 100 frequent heavy drinkers interviewed 33 had a partner who also drank. Of those 33 people 10 had a partner who was also a "frequent heavy drinker" according to the identification criteria being used in this survey.

This is a significant finding and indicates a reasonably high prevalence of alcoholic couples.
Does your partner gamble?
Yes 15%
No 75%

Do you gamble?
Yes 10%
No 80%
Sometimes 10%

No surprise in this result as anecdotally most NGO staff involved in the survey already observed that big drinkers tend not to gamble.

Do you have children?
Yes 88%
No 12%

Of the 88 respondents with children most had between 2 and 4 children aged under 16.
32% of respondents reported that their school aged children did not attend school.
23% of respondents with children said that their school aged children work, and 67% of those said that their children give the money they earn to their parents.

Do you use drugs?
Yes 22%
No 78%

The majority of frequent heavy drinkers reported that they do not use drugs – this finding may reflect either the relatively low prevalence of drug use in Siem Reap and Sihanoukville compared to Phnom Penh, the preference of heavy drinkers for alcohol rather than other drugs or it may simply indicate a reluctance for respondents to admit to using drugs (which are, of course, illegal).
Note that 2 out of 3 drinkers spoken to said that they do not know anyone that has stopped drinking.

How did they manage to stop?
- Just stopped: 21%
- Pagoda: 4%
- NGO: 4%
- Got a job: 2%

Do you know anyone that can help people stop drinking?

The only significant source of help for problems drinkers mentioned was “NGO” (15 people) - and these responses were from beneficiaries of M’Lop Tapangs Alcohol Project in Sihanoukville.

Have you ever stopped drinking before?
- Yes: 53%
- No: 47%

How long did you stop for?
- Less than a week: 34%
- Less than a month: 21%
- Less than 6 months: 9%
- Less than 1 year: 30%
- More than 1 year: 6%

This group was asked for ideas about how drinkers could be helped, and answers given fell into the following categories.

- Alcohol education/advice: 23%
- No idea: 20%
- Support drinkers to stop: 17%
- Support drinkers reduce: 9%
- Close the alcohol shop: 2%
Research on Intervention Effectiveness

Education and Persuasion Strategies
To date there has been no convincing scientific support for the effectiveness of educational programs or awareness campaigns in reducing heavy-drinking or alcohol related problems. (3)

Despite this lack of demonstrated effectiveness many such programs continue to be implemented, apparently based on the assumption that providing information will somehow change behavior and maintain the change.

Early Interventions
Harmful drinking typically precedes alcohol dependence, and by definition causes serious medical, social and psychological problems. Preventative/early intervention programs have been developed by the World Health Organization (WHO).

Such interventions typically conduct initial screenings to identify an individual's risk level, the patient is then referred to either a brief intervention or more specialized services. Brief interventions are characterized by their low-intensity and short duration, consisting of one to three sessions of motivational counseling and education. The aim is to motivate high-risk drinkers to moderate their alcohol consumption rather than promote total abstinence.

The cumulative evidence shows that such brief interventions result in clinically significant reductions in drinking and alcohol-related problems. Positive effects have been observed with adolescents, adults and pregnant women.

Other approaches with the greatest amount of supporting evidence are behavior therapy, family work, group therapy and motivational enhancement. One example of behavior therapy is "relapse prevention", which focuses on coping with situations that represent a high risk for heavy drinking.

Twelve Step
With an estimated 2.2 million members affiliated with more than 100,000 groups in 150 different countries Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) is by far the most widely used source of help for people with drinking problems.

Research indicates that Twelve Step Facilitation, designed to introduce problem drinkers to the principles of Alcoholics Anonymous is as effective as other, more theory-based therapies.

Researchers have identified more than 40 different therapeutic approaches to working with problem drinkers.

"Instead of distinct, non over-lapping elements, therapy may work through common mechanisms such as empathy, an effective therapist-client alliance, a desire to change, inner resources, a supportive social network and the provision of a culturally appropriate solution to a socially defined problem" (4)

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

• Information and issues raised by this survey to be shared with interested stakeholders via an Alcohol Abuse Workshop to be organized by Friends International and M'Lop Tpang.

• 98% of non heavy drinking community respondents in Siem Reap said they would like Kalyan Mith to do some work addressing alcohol abuse in their community, and 59% of the frequent heavy drinkers spoken to said they would like to reduce or stop drinking. Kalyan Mith to initiate Alcohol Projects in Chong Kneas and Mondul 3 during 2013.

• M'Lop Tpang and Kalyan Mith to continue to work closely together and share information about work with problem drinking beneficiaries and their families.

• No already existing, community-level sources of support for problem drinkers were identified by the survey - although the high prevalence of reported health problems and the identification by respondents of village chiefs as key duty bearers suggest the development of Alcohol Projects should incorporate both health services and local authorities.

• The very strong association between heavy drinking and both community and intimate partner violence identified in the survey suggests that the development of Alcohol Projects should also address the issue of domestic violence. Social workers involved in Alcohol Projects should have the knowledge, skills and referral system to take action in cases of domestic violence.

• During the interview process a number of heavy drinking respondents asked if some kind of group therapy/ alcohol support group could be facilitated in their community. M'Lop Tpang in Sihanoukville, and Mith Samlanh in Phnom Penh have already had some success with this approach - and peer support/group work, in combination with case management, should be considered in the development of any new Alcohol Projects.
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លុងក្្នុងស្គមន៍មេ្ឌ និង ចុងល�្នៀស លដើម្បីលធវេើការលោះស្រាយតាមរយៈការលបើក្ក្រេី ស្គប់ស្គងរបស់ពួក្លគ លៅក្្នុងឆ្្ន ំ ២០១៣។

ការសិក្សាស្រាវស្រាវតាមស្បពន័្ធក្ុំព្យូ�័រ និងឯក្រារល្សេងៗបានបញ្ ជាក្់ថា ពុំរានការសិក្សា ណាមួយ បានលធវេើលៅល�ើ ការល�ៀនរាត ិស្សវឹង លៅក្្នុងស្គមន៍ផដ�ងាយរងលស្រះ ក្្នុងស្បល�សក្ម្ពុរាល�ើយ ដូលច្នះក្�យាេមិត្តនិង អងគាការ ម្លប់តាបា ៉ា ង បានលធវេើការសិក្សាស្រាវស្រាវ សទាង់មតិលៅល�ើបញ្ ហាលនះ លដើម្បីផសវេងយ�់ កាន់ ផតស្បលសើរ ល�ើងពីរា ថែនភាពក្្នុងការជួយ��លយើង ក្្នុងការផបងផចក្ និងការអនុវត្ត ការងារោលព�អោគត លៅក្្នុងតំបន់លនះ ល្ើយនិងលធវេើរា ក្ម្សងឯក្រារដន បញ្ ហា ចម្បងមូយលនះរបស់សងគាម។

ក្ម្មវតថែុ៖

- លដើម្បីវាយតដម្លពីក្ស្មិត ចំលេះដឹង, ឥរិយាប�, និងការអនុវត្ត របស់អតិថិជនផដ�លៅក្្នុងតំបន់លរ�លៅ រាមួយនិងបញ្ ហារាតិស្សវឹង។
- លដើម្បី្្ដ�់�ិន្នន័យសស្រាប់ការអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ក្ម្មវិធី និងពស្ងីក្បផនថែមល�ៀត។
- លដើម្បីល�ើក្ក្ំពស់ការយ�់ដឹង អំពីបញ្ ហា ការល�ៀនរាតិស្សវឹង ផដ�លក្ើតរានរា�ឹក្ញាប់ រាងលគ លៅក្្នុងស្គមន៍ងាយរងលស្រះ។

លសចក្្ដីសលងខេបដនការសិក្សាស្រាវស្រាវ

ការសទាង់មតិលនះ រួមបញ្ចូទាំងការស្បមូ�្្តុំពត៌រាន អំពីអ្នក្ល�ៀនរាតិស្សវឹងលោយលស្បាស់ យុ�្ធរា្រស្តសរាភា សន៏រាមួយស្ក្រុមលរ�លៅចំនួនពីរល្សេងរ ្ន។

1. អ្នក្ស្គមន៍ផដ�មិនផមនរាអ្នក្ស្បមឹក្ធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ។
2. អ្នក្ស្គមន៍ផដ�"រាអ្នក្ល�ៀនរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ"

- លៅក្្នុងការសទាង់មតិចំនួន ៥០ ដនអ្នក្ស្គមន៍ផដ�មិនផមនរាអ្នក្ស្បមឹក្ធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ លៅក្្នុងលេត្ត លសៀមរាប 42% បាននិយាយថា ពួក្លគស្តរូវបានរស់លៅរាមួយសរាជិក្ស្គរួរាររា ្ន ក្់ ផដ�ស្តរូវ បានចាត់�ុក្ថាអ្នក្ ល�ៀនរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ។

- 90% ដនអ្នក្ស្គមន៍ផដ�មិនផមនរាអ្នក្ស្បមឹក្ធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ បានល�ើក្ល�ើងថា៖ "អំលពើ្ិងសាក្្នុង ស្គរួរារ" រា បញ្ ហា ចម្បងផដ�បានភាជា ប់រាមួយនឹង ការញាុ ំស្រា របស់អាណាពយាបា�។

- "អំលពើ្ិងសា" ស្តរូវបានក្ំេត់អត្តសញ្ ញាេ្ងផដរថា រាអ្នក្រានរឹសគ�់មក្ពី ការលសពរាតិ ស្សវឹងផដ� បញ្ ហាលនះស្តរូវបានលក្ើតរាន ក្្នុងស្គមន៍ទាំងមូ� (82%)។

- ចំណាប់អារម្មេ៍ ភាគលស្ចើនរបស់ អ្នក្ស្គមន៍ ផដ�មិនផមន រាអ្នក្ស្បមឹក្ធ្ងន់ធ្ងរបានបងាហា ថាមនុសសេលសពរាតិស្សវឹង្ួសល្តុ គឺផតងផតរាននូវ "ក្ំ្ឹង" (40%)។

- 46%របស់អ្នក្ស្គមន៍ផដ�មិនផមន រាអ្នក្ស្បមឹក្ធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ ក្េ្តស ម៉ាស៊ីនប់រាមួយ ឈ្នើរៀងរាល់ខែលខែយោង ដូច្នះរាស្ក្រុមបុគគា�ិក្ល្វេនអុីនធឺណាសិនេ� អន្ដររាតិ, អងគាការ 3PC, អងគាការលស្រៅរោឋា ភិបា�ដដ�ល�ៀត, អងគាការ UNICEF និងអងគាការ អន្ដររាតិ, អងគាការ 3PC, អងគាការ អន្ដររាតិ, អងគាការ UNICEF, អងគាការ 3PC, អងគាការ អន្ដររាតិ, អងគាការ UNICEF, អងគាការ 3PC, អងគាការ អន្ដររាតិ, អងគាការ UNICEF, អងគាការ 3PC, អងគាការ អន្ដររាតិ, អងគាការ UNICEF, អងគាការ 3PC, អងគាការ អន្ដររាតិ, អងគាការ UNICEF.
• 96% ដនអ្នក្ស្គមន៍ ផដរាអ្នក្លើនលស្គឿងស្សវឹង ធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ បាននិយាយថា ការលសពរាតិស្សវឹង នោះមិនធ្យៅ ការងារបញ្ហារបស់ពួក្លគ ល្ើយក្នុងក្រេី រាន ឪពុក្រា តយ ថាស្បមឹក្គឺ “អាស្ក្ក់ខ្ល ំងណាស់សស្រាប់ក្ូនៗ”។

• 68% ដនអ្នក្ស្គមន៍ ផដរាអ្នក្លើនរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ បាននិយាយថា ពួក្លគរានបញ្ហាលុភាព។

• 31% ដនអ្នក្ស្គមន៍ ផដរាអ្នក្លើនរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ បានលើក្លាំង “មិត្តភកនុ្ករាអ្នក្ជំរុញ” រាប់លធវេើឲ្យពួក្លគបាន្ឹក្ស្រាយាងលស្ចើន។

• 59% ដនអ្នក្ស្គមន៍ ផដរាអ្នក្លើនរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ បាននិយាយថា ពួក្លគរានបំេងចង់កាត់បនថែយ ឬបុ្ឈប់ការលសពរាតិស្សវឹង។

• លៅលពិសួរថាអវេីផដឹងជួយពួក្លគ លដើម្បីលោះស្រាយបញ្ហាលុភាព 56% ដនអ្នក្ស្ គមន៍ ផដរាអ្នក្លើនរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ បាននិយាយថា “ការលប្តរាញា ចិត្ត ទាំ្លួន” ។

• 78% ដនអ្នក្ស្គមន៍ ផដរាអ្នក្លើនរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ រានអារម្មេ៍ថាការលសពរាតិស្សវឹងគឺ “មនុសសេអាស្ក្ក់ និងមិនគួរឈប់បានជំនួយ ពីអងគាការលស្រៅរោឋា ភិបាល” ។

• 98% ដនអ្នក្ស្គមន៍ ផដរាអ្នក្លើនរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ រានអារម្មេ៍ថាការលសពរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ បានឱ្យដឹងថាពួក្លគចង់ឲ្យក្យាេមិត្ត លធវេើការងារលៅលើបញ្ហាលុភាព រានស្គមន៍ របស់ពួក្លគ ល្ើយនិង 59% ដនអ្នក្ស្គមន៍ ផដរាអ្នក្លើនរាតិស្សវឹងធ្ងន់ធ្ងរ បាននិយាយថា ពួក្លគចង់កាត់បនថែយ ឬបុ្ឈប់ការលសពរាតិស្សវឹង ល្ើយបានលស្នើរសុំគលស្រាង ក្យាេមិត្ត ឲ្យ្តួចល្ធេ្តើមគលស្រាងលើ់ អ្នក្លើនរារធ្តុស្សវឹង ល្ើយបាន្តួច មួយឆ្នាំ 2013 ។

• អងគាការម្លប់តាបា៉ាង និងក្យាេមិត្តគប្បីលៅផតបន្ត លធវេើការយា៉ាងជិតស្និត្តរាមួយនឹង បញ្ហាលុភាព ណែងតាបាន អំពីការងាររាមួយនឹង បញ្ហាលុភាពរបស់អតិថិជន និងស្ក្រុមស្គរួរារ របស់ពួក្លគ។

• ការសិក្សាលនះគឺមិនធ្យៅ ប់រានលើពីមុនមក អាស្ស័យល្តុលនះ បញ្ហាលុភាពការងាររារធ្តុស្សវឹង ល្ើយបាន្តួចមតិលស្នើរសុំ ឱ្យរានការអភិវឌ្ឍន៍គលស្រាងសស្រាប់អ្នក្លើន រារធ្តុស្សវឹង ល្ើយស្តរូវផតរានក្ិច្ចស្ការរាមួយនឹង
ការប្រកួតប្រជី៍េខ្សែវត្តន៍របស់អ្នកៗដែលបានលើក (បុរសនន្ត្រី និង នាយកដ្ឋី) និងអ្នកអនុវត្ត ប្រកួតប្រជី៍េខ្សែវត្តន៍របស់អ្នកៗដែលបានលើក បានប្រក្រតិមូលរបស់អ្នកៗដែលបានលើក និងនិធន៍ជា ក្នុងការសិក្សារៀន ក្នុងការសិក្សារៀន និងការសិក្សារៀន ក្នុងការសិក្សារៀន ត្រូវបានក្លិតខ្លួនក្រុមបុគគិក្សងគាម ផដានកែងក្រុមបុគគិក្សងគាម ផដានកែងក្លិតខ្លួនក្រុមបុគគិក្សងគាម ផដានកែងក្លិតខ្លួនក្រុមបុគគិក្សងគាម ផដានកែង។
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